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Prior to the crystallographic experiments

- Suggested readings are found [here](#).
- What are the expected:
  - space group
  - resolution
  - number of molecules per asymmetric unit
  - number of sulfurs/phosphorus per molecule
- Are any unexpected ions present, such as Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn?
  - Do a fluorescence spectrum
- Boundary conditions for Native SAD:
  - 6D beamline is designed for conventional crystals (>50 µm)
  - Resolution of better than ∼2.8 Å is usually required
  - Multiple crystal collections may be required if the sample:
    - has low symmetry (i.e. monoclinic or triclinic)
    - insufficient resolution (~3Å)
    - is small (~50 µm in longest direction)
    - especially prone to radiation damage

High Multiplicity Low Dose Data Collection Strategy, the Native-SAD case

- Data collection at 5975 eV, i.e. 2.075-Å wavelength
- 0.2º/0.1 sec/full beam
- One crystal position
- n × 360º at multiple chi (χ) and phi (ψ) PRIGo angles
  - Typically 8 turns at χ=0º, 5º,..., 35º at ψ=0º
  - You may automate this using bookmarks, see next section.
- On next crystal position χ=35º, 30º,..., 5º at ψ=45º
- If not solved yet, repeat on the next crystals.

The same strategy applies if a heavy atom is present. Adapt the energy and the dose. In such cases, only a couple of 360º turns should be necessary.

Multiple-orientation data collection automation: Bookmarking with PRIGo

To set bookmarks in DA+ GUI,
1. Center your crystal to the beam position.
2. Right click and in the dropdown select ‘set bookmark’, or on windows press ctrl+b or mac command+b.
3. In the Bookmarks table at the bottom right of DA+ GUI the coordinates of the added bookmark appears.
4. Change chi to next desired collection angle and repeat steps 1 + 2 to set an additional bookmark.
5. After you have added all of the bookmarks for your desired chi angles, please check the bookmarks table at the bottom right to confirm they are all present before moving to step 6.
**Warning**: DO NOT set too many bookmarks in one go. Bookmarking is fine most of the time but your sample could be moved out of cryo if PRIGo reaches limits. Collecting 1 data set at a time is the safest option.

6. On the left hand panel of DA+ GUI tick “Collect multi-orientation datasets” box in the Data Collection tab. This will collect the Total Range (°) for each of the bookmarks in subfolders named setXX_chXXphiXX.
Data Processing and Merging

Process as data arrives and play early with hkl2map. You will have to merge data manually, and in case of SG ambiguity, you will have to reprocess with a reference data set. There is a script called go2gether.com which is useful - a merging script that you can manually run.

Usage: `go2gether.com path1/XDS_ASCII.HKL ... [pathn/XDS_ASCII.HKL]`

We recommend creating a ‘merging’ folder using the sample prefix where you copy the individual XDS_ASCII.HKL files from adp processing and rename them with the respective chi and phi values to parse through the go2gether.com script.

```
e18482@x06da-cn-1 > ls -lrt lyso_7
total 385
-rw-r--r--. 1 e18482 p18482 3896 Mar 15 11:08 lyso_7_1_scanrequest.json
drwxr-xr-x. 3 e18482 p18482 65536 Mar 15 11:12 set01_ch100phi100
```

```
e18482@x06da-cn-1 > ls -lrt lyso_7_merging/
total 145921
-rw-r--r--. 1 e18482 p18482 40887560 Mar 15 11:17 chi00phi100.hkl
```

```
e18482@x06da-cn-1 > cd lyso_7_merging/
e18482@x06da-cn-1 > go2gether.com chi00phi100.hkl chi05phi100.hkl
```

The results will be written and saved in the go_SCALE.LP for review.

```
e18482@x06da-cn-1 > ls -lrt
total 145921
-rw-r--r--. 1 e18482 p18482 40887560 Mar 15 11:17 chi00phi100.hkl
-rw-r--r--. 1 e18482 p18482 40957572 Mar 15 11:18 chi05phi100.hkl
```

```
e18482@x06da-cn-1 > go2gether.com
```

```
e18482@x06da-cn-1 > ls -lrt
total 145921
-rw-r--r--. 1 e18482 p18482 40887560 Mar 15 11:17 chi00phi100.hkl
-rw-r--r--. 1 e18482 p18482 40957572 Mar 15 11:18 chi05phi100.hkl
-rw-r--r--. 1 e18482 p18482 141 Mar 18 14:09 go_XSCALE.INP
-rw-r--r--. 1 e18482 p18482 4096 Mar 18 14:10 DECAY_0001.cbf
-rw-r--r--. 1 e18482 p18482 4096 Mar 18 14:10 DECAY_0002.cbf
-rw-r--r--. 1 e18482 p18482 12288 Mar 18 14:10 MODPIX_001.cbf
-rw-r--r--. 1 e18482 p18482 12288 Mar 18 14:10 MODPIX_002.cbf
-rw-r--r--. 1 e18482 p18482 4096 Mar 18 14:10 ABSORP_001.cbf
-rw-r--r--. 1 e18482 p18482 4096 Mar 18 14:10 ABSORP_002.cbf
-rw-r--r--. 1 e18482 p18482 65500522 Mar 18 14:10 go_XSCALE.ahkl
-rw-r--r--. 1 e18482 p18482 24591 Mar 18 14:10 go_XSCALE.LP
```

It is advised to do this in an incremental fashion, merge 2 files, then 3, then 4 etc and to keep an eye on the anomalous signal, high resolution completeness and low resolution R Merge values.
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